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You have now taken your first steps of becoming Earth Angels, Magical

beings. In this Membership programme I am going to be sharing my

knowledge with you and provide you with lots of exciting content in

spirituality and how to use your intuitive senses in many ways. I will also be

showing you the magic of manifestation and helping you to set goals to

achieve your desires. You will find exclusive videos with professionals in this

industry, Meditations I have created for you, downloadable PDF’s, screen

savers, resources, playlists, and so much more.

Welcome

Thank you for joining

my Spiritual and

Manifestation, Earth

Angel Membership.

I am super excited to be

working with you on

your journey.

Along side this you will have private access to a community of other like

minded souls and I will meet with you on regular dates for Masterclasses, and

coffee & Chat sessions where you can ask me lots of questions. I am also going

to share with you, my own personal blog about my own spiritual journey, my

experiences and how it was growing up psychic as a child. I would like you to

use this platform as and when you wish and use it to progress your journey. Pop

in and out at your leisure for various materials and take advantage of the PDF

downloads. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart for signing up and being a part of this. I

am so excited to see you progress and grow through your journeys. 



Disclaimer
All content through out the membership is my own knowledge

of what I have learnt over my life time by reading, attending

teachings, studying, courses, my own experiences, and my

own inner spiritual knowing’s. This membership content is

copyrighted and therefore cannot be used for others gain in

any way.



Spiritual Awareness 



Ok, so whatever you like to call it, Heaven, the Universe, in

the clouds etc I like to call it Source. This my lovelies, is our

home and it is where we are from and where we live in

between our lifetimes (incarnations). 

All of us are magical beings which magical powers and we

are capable or ANYTHING and we can create ANYTHING

and EVERYTHING we desire. There is only one thing that

we cannot control and that is death. The rest, we can!

However, even death is something we will have had a say in

when we were home before choosing each lifetime. So firstly,

lets have a bit more of a look at Home / Source and where we

come from. 

We and our guides are all together at Source and we discuss

which lifetimes we are going to go in to and what goals and

lessons we need to achieve and learn. We agree not to

remember and will be automatically born with some

amnesia. If we can remember where we are from and what

we are doing it could interfere with your lessons to be learnt.

Spiritual Awareness 

Who are we, where are we from and

what are we capable of?



Ok, so whatever you like to call it, Heaven, the Universe, in
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However, even death is something we will have had a say in
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lets have a bit more of a look at Home / Source and where we

come from. 

We and our guides are all together at Source and we discuss
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At the end of each lifetime it is believed that our soul leaves

our body through the top of our head. We all take various

journeys back to soul and each depends whether we are a

new soul or an old soul that has been through the process

many times.

The consensus is that we travel through energy and light

and sometimes a tunnel, but we are met by our spiritual

adviser guides.



We can also be met by loved ones too, but our guide will

appear soon after. (Older souls are not always met by their

guides straight away as they will be so familiar with the

process, they will know what to do). 

We are then taken through various healing processes to

heal from any memories or damage that was caused by this

lifetime. Following this we are back with our guide to have a

full blown discussion to see what worked and did not work in

our recent lifetime. (This is a brief explanation).

So that is a bit of background on who we are and what

happens. However, alongside this, we can use our soul

energy to get creative and do anything!!!

Some examples of what we are capable of:

Manifesting ANYTHING we want

Reading people’s minds / telepathy

Remote viewing

Reading complete strangers and just knowing details about

them without ever meeting them before

Feeling other people’s ailments and emotions

Looking into the future and see what is happening

Connecting with loved ones that have passed (in source)

Seeing Auras around others

Working with chakras

Healing others and ourselves



Being fully aware of where we are from and even of past

lives

 

These are just a few examples and throughout this Academy

I am going to show you how!

Extra sensory perception means “outside the senses” our

awareness. The  main 5 senses are sight, touch, hearing,

smell, and taste. There is actually more which we will

discuss. ESP is the ability to receive and process information

independent of our five senses.

Lets look at them individually.

Sight
Some people will see inwardly in their mind whilst others

will see objectively (outside of their body)

For example, when I am speaking with spirit, they will

appear in my mind and I hear them in my mind.

However, I have also seen ghosts/ spirits as physical beings

right in front of me.

Extra sensory Perception



Touch
I will use Psychometry to explain touch. Psychometry is the

ability to touch an object and just know things about the

owner of the object or perhaps where the object originated.

For example, at times when I have read for clients, I have

asked for an object to help me to connect with them. Mostly,

they will give you jewellery although I have had all sorts. If

someone try's to give you a ring that their parent passed to

them then you will end up getting information on the parent

rather than your client.

Hearing
This is when you are able to hear things either internally

like via your mind or objectively outside of your ears, just

like a normal person is speaking to you. The latter is more

rare, just as it is rare to see objectively, but it is absolutely

possible and I have been lucky enough to experience both.

Spirit or your guides are able to communicate via these

ways. The issue us humans have is that we doubt what we

hear! It is very difficult to trust in our senses but once we

gain that trust it will just start to flow.



Smell
With smell, this is our ability to smell things that our normal

senses are not able to detect. For example, often people will

talk about smelling a deceased loved ones perfume or

tobacco if they were smokers.

Taste
This is the ability to actually taste things beyond our

"normal" senses. To give you an example, during a reading I

had brought through the clients father and got the sudden

taste of brown sauce for no reason and it completely

resonated for the client as her father had like to add brown

sauce to everything he ate, including curries and stews! It

always fascinates me what we and our fellow souls are

capable of.

Knowing
"knowing"  this is something I have grown up with since I can

remember. I mean I literally grew up completely "open" with

these senses which some people do. For others, they develop

later in life or some never in this life time.

A knowing for me is when information is just given to you,

you just know but you do not know how you know!



A knowing for me is when information is just given to you,

you just know but you do not know how you know! Yes it

sounds crazy but I am pretty sure many of you reading this

will have experienced it for sure.

You may know what someone is going to say, you may know

that someone is going to call you, you may know a situation

that is going on around you that you haven't yet been told

about.

You may also know about future events / premonitions.

Gut Feelings
Another strong and very common one. So many of us get

these feelings deep inside our stomach. We often say this

aloud too "I had a gut feeling about that". Never ignore it, it

is always right.

I once heard an old boyfriend on the phone and despite me

never doubting him, my gut was strongly telling me that he

was on the phone to a woman even though he said it was a

guy.

My mind was saying why would he lie? but my gut was

saying something wasn't right. So after being a bit of a

detective I found out that yes he was talking to a woman and

she fancied him. Always trust your gut.



Telepathy
This is the ability to read another persons thoughts and yes

it is completely real and possible! When you think about it,

you may realise its more common or in your life more than

you think. Have you ever been close to someone where you

naturally know what they are about to say or you know

what they are thinking and perhaps you may say it before

them. This is telepathy! This is it in it's mildest form but you

can teach yourself to communicate with another person

using your minds only.

Precognition
This is the ability to see in to the future. Whether it is major

events or peoples situations. We all again have this ability.

Retrocognition
This is the opposite to precognition. This is the ability to

look back in to peoples past, including as far as past lives.

You will also at some point have experienced Deja vu where

you have felt you have been somewhere before. This is you

recognising something from a previous life, so a past

memory.

All of us have past lives, some just a few and some 100's of

lives. You have heard the say "he is an old soul" that is

because it is likely that person IS an old soul who has had

many lifetimes.



Telekinesis
This is the ability to move objects with your mind. The mind

is an extremely powerful tool.

Now do you see, we truly are very magical beings. We can do

all of this. Without realising, so much of it is already

happening in our daily lives and the bits that are not, then

we can learn them. It is all about just tapping in to what and

who we are.

Imagine what you can do in your life when you start to ignite

all of this?

Also, this would enhance our manifesting methods. With

manifesting, we are just directing our thoughts straight to

the universe and dealing with them on a  1 to 1 basis.

We are our own creators? We all need to find out our soul

purpose to see what we wanted to achieve in this life time.

Using all of our abilities will totally enhance that.

"Look within and unleash your magic"


